Phoenix Now: Issue 4 is...
…an issue wherein we deal with this theme: potential dangers of the future. Inside, we hope to capture different interpretations
which explore the repercussions of acting or not acting in the present and how an action or inaction might impact the future.
For example, does anyone remember “Y2K”? The year was 1999 and a fear was introduced to the world– was there a fatal flaw
in technology which would cause the downfall of the Internet and the loss of incalculable information worldwide at the dawn
of year 2000? Were we to experience another loss of knowledge like the world had when the great library of Alexandria was
destroyed by fire over 2000 years ago? Thankfully the “Y2K” danger did not come to pass and now you are free to “Google”
Alexandria because of it! Yet, what if it had? Are we over-reliant on technology? What other concerns should we have moving
into the future?
Our idea was to share creations with you which engage this concept. Should we make a change, stay the course…what if we
do, what if we do not?
Thank you for reading our creations and supporting our efforts. Without your support, who knows what might happen to
literature and the arts in the future…
Cheers,

*Contributor of the Above Drawing: Nolan K. Burgner, Age 9, a Friend of The Phoenix and MATC
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Meet the Contributor, Natasha Hollerup:
I have been writing since a very young age, although those were mostly Christmas lists and the stuff that was not
Christmas lists raised concerns with my mother. Now, I am currently a student who plans to save the world and live in a
hotel. When I'm not trying to save the world or looking for a hotel to live in, I write YA fiction that has a twist of the
paranormal in it or I'm writing love letters for those who need it the most. Other times, I'm just glued to Twitter,
because I do that as well. The strange attracts me, and my favorite superhero is Buffy. Together, in some odd
combination, these things motivate me to write (although none of my stories are strange or about Buffy).

Regarding Caution of the Future, by Jeanie Dean
The topic Caution: Future is highly significant for we have been living in a time of prophecies and disasters. From
the Mayan Prophecies of a new age to angst over the end of the millennial, people are concerned about cosmic
changes for the human race. Fears of the future permeate our daily reality. We seem to be sweltering in anxiety
about global warming, hurricanes, earthquakes, falling asteroids and economic collapse. In addition to an increase
in natural disasters the world witnessed also a shake-up in two great religions with the retirement of their
leaders. Pope Benedict retired in March 2013 and is the first pope to retire in 600 years and the Dalai Lama in
2012 disassociated his position as spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhism from his former political role as the head of
the state of Tibet. Not only that but rock and roll has fallen and hip-hop is rising to take its place. Radical change
and thoughts of change move us to both fear and inspiration.
This poem Time Quickens engages our collective anxiety about past and future by picturing an accelerating
present.

THE CHILD LEFT BEHIND, by Janella Jones-Steward
My soul is torn apart. My dreams are on hold wondering if you will ever come through
the door. Choices separate us with thick walls of regret. Time goes by, seasons change as
I hold on to hope. As I wait on a letter or phone call, my eyes fill with tears thinking about
what we’ve lost and the cost through the years.
No kisses in the morning, no hugs at night. Not even a walk through the park, why oh why? As I grow up without you,
life seems unfair. You ask about my grades or how I’m doing in school, but you never ask how I feel not having you there.
You feel like a stranger to me in so many ways. How can you call me your child or say you love me, yet cause me so much
pain?
You left me behind for selfish reason, never stopping to consider my feelings. Now you’re doing time when you could
have been free. But it’s your time not mine so just let me be. Yes I forgive you but I have to live for me.
You have made me so much stronger because now I see. I can live my life without you and still succeed. I can fly to the
moon or jump from a plane. I can be whatever I want to be as long as I stay free.
Dedicated to my daughter: Adrianna Simpson
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Public Health Interest, by Michelle Arndt-Quirk
Kimberly opens up the mailbox to see another bill from the doctor. She got the explanation of benefits (EOB) from the insurance company last week. She will have
to sit down with both and do a comparison to be sure they match up before she presents them to Jerry, her husband. This is just another in a long series of talks
they’ve had regarding Tyler’s medical bills. In the past three years, Tyler has racked up an impressive $25,000 in medical bills. He is 16. He lives with his mother,
Jerry’s ex-wife. Tyler doesn’t have a rare medical condition. He doesn’t suffer from a chronic disease. He is inflicted with a mother who takes him to the doctor and
demands medications for him as soon as he begins to sniffle with the early onset of a cold. She also demands x-rays and tests when he has an ache or a pain. She is
setting him up for medical dependency.
Holly has a genetic degenerative condition in her spine. She is at the doctor’s office at least once per week out of concern when anything irregular might signal a
decline in her condition. She is on no less than six prescription medications at any given time, including the highly addictive Vicodin. This summer she developed
severe stomach issues which the doctors are having trouble diagnosing and treating. She blames it on the Coca Cola slushy she enjoys each day. A quick perusal of
my Food and Medication Interaction text would clearly suggest the stomach issues are related to a deterioration of her stomach lining from long term use of pain
pills.
No one can deny Holly has a condition which requires attention and pain management. Nor can one deny the occasional doctor visit of a growing Tyler. Yet, these
stories suggest an over-reliance on the medical community and the pharmaceutical companies.
Society gives credence to the media and the media deluges us with conditions and treatments. If you take this pill, your pain will go away. If you take this other
one, your condition will be mitigated. See your doctor. Talk to your pharmacist. You don’t need to suffer. We, and only we, the medical community, can help you
feel better. And when medication doesn’t do the trick, they will prescribe another. When the medication causes a long term complication, there is always a
prescription treatment for that as well. It is a vicious circle and Tyler is at the beginning of a road Holly knows all too well.
There is no argument of an absolute medical necessity or medication necessity. The argument lies in where does necessity end and where does a manipulation of
the public’s reliance begin. Who, ultimately, has the back of the public’s health?
Do the insurance companies? Historically, they were set up to act as mediators between the doctor and the patient and protect the patient’s pocketbook in a world
of rising health care costs. Somewhere along the line, though, this mission changed. Insurance companies stopped putting patients first and began looking at their
bottom dollar. The challenge of sorting through EOB’s and benefit payments became the job of the patients.
Is it the responsibility of the pharmaceutical companies? An evening watching television might present a picture of public health interest. However, a quick look at
the annual income statement of Abbott or Pfieser will show profits in the billions.
Is it the doctor’s responsibility? In an average day, a doctor will see an average of four patients per hour. A nurse will handle the intake, blood pressure and
temperature. The doctor will review the nurse’s information; listen to the patient’s complaint and heart rate. He will then make a speedy diagnosis, write a quick
prescription to fit the presented illness, and move along to the next patient to maintain the busy clinic schedule. Very possibly, in an urgent care situation, the
patient will not see a doctor with whom he has a relationship.
It is up to the patient, or the patient’s guardian, to take responsibility for his or her own health. They must take steps to understand the common viruses and aches
and pains and understand when to use an over-the-counter medication, or when to let time heal the wound. They need to understand that not all ails deserve the
attention of a medical professional or a prescription to cure.

This is the true public health interest.
In Holly’s case, it may be too late. But it’s not too late for Tyler.

The Beauty of AIDS, by Shenekia Sabrina Pinkston
She invites you in.
No questions No answers.
Her protection is the hairs between
hers and your legs.
Tasting the cruelty of youth.
pledging to the unknown, but
you've got it.
She is lying next to him,
but he is lying in a bed of Aids.
The fluid of love you thought
she was giving to you.
No a fluid of welcome to
the wonderful world of AIDS.
There is no turning back
you gambled with death
here lies her beauty of the
part he once wanted
not tamed by his name,
but by that which had erased
pasted and predicted his present and future...
AIDS
Wrap it up!

The Collision, by Natasha Hollerup
April 23, 2775; 11:00 am; Anastasia...

“Wake up!”
The quiet, repetitive tick of his watch filled Nick Lockheart’s ears while his two-toned eyes opened and the dark transformed to the view of his
hand, which clutched at his weighted burnished gold pocket watch. Suddenly, the ticking of the watch faded into the cacophony of murmuring
students. Oh, shit, he thought as he raised his head and his stomach dropped as the other students turned to face him, just like his instructor was.
“Nice of you to return from dreamland, Mr. Lockheart,” the round-faced, overtly thin and ridiculously tan instructor said as his voice resonated
through the barely filled lecture hall, “Now, I would like to finish teaching the class, if you’re quite done with your sleepy time babbling.”
The majority of the students snickered but Nick wanted to know what had been said, nervous that he had made a fool out of himself during a
possible wet dream. He tried not to feel nonchalant about it, but the feeling didn’t come. Instead, a spreading chill moved through his blood. If he
could remember what he had been dreaming about, he knew he would’ve been fine, but his dreams lately…
The dismissal bell rang through the academy and everyone started to pack their books away, with the exception of Nick, who was mentally
preparing himself for a confrontation with his instructor. Once they filed out of the classroom, Nick quickly checked to see if he’d actually had a
wet dream – again, in this class – and then slowly inched down the stairs from the top row. It felt like cement had encased his feet, but he
continued. While he was full on his quota of lectures from his teachers, he didn’t expect to see an end to them anytime soon.
A prickle on the back of his neck, something so minute, made Nick turn his head towards the door and he caught a glimpse of a girl in what he
thought was a white wedding dress as she walked by. That’s strange, he frowned. He then felt the firm poke on his shoulder and flinched once he
turned back around and his eyes met with the instructor’s round face.
“So, Nicholas, you think that sleeping in this class will help you?”

Here it is, Nick thought to himself, “Mr. Jones –”
“Professor.”
“Professor Jones, it was an accident, one that will never happen again.”

That’s right, be as contrite as you possibly can. Maybe he’ll buy it.
Nick’s head started to throb, pressure building against his brain as a thought that didn’t belong to him passed through his mind.
“I wish that I could believe you, Nicholas, but this is the thirteenth time this semester – thirteenth – I’ve caught you sleeping. Then, you start
babbling about gardenias and your classmates become more interested in that instead of what I’m trying to teach them. Do you expect me to
believe you and let you pass?”

Nick shook his head and let his shoulders slump. Gardenia? I’m getting in trouble for a stupid flower? He let his sigh expel from his mouth and put his
backpack on his back, folding his arms against his chest. “Professor Jones, I can’t guarantee that I’m going to stay awake in every class, but I am passing.
So, that has to mean something.”
The instructor pursed his dry, chapped lips and tapped an open space on his head where hair used to be. “I’m going to have to take your behavior into
consideration but perhaps this will give you time to figure out how to stay awake in my class. Maybe, you should train less and go to sleep earlier.”
“Yes, sir,” Nick mumbled. His feet no longer felt heavy so he practically sprinted up the stairs to get out of the stifling, sour classroom before he punched
his instructor in his smug mouth. Once he was finally outside of the classroom, he took a deep breath and looked around the bustling hallway for any
sign of the girl in the wedding dress. He didn’t and instead of waiting around, he headed in the direction of the Combat Simulation Center, where he
had a standing appointment.
Twenty minutes later, Anastasia Palace Academy’s campus buzzed with over five hundred primary school students and over a thousand secondary
school students, crossing the huge courtyard to get from one place to another. The students in the primary school all looked identical in their uniforms
that proudly displayed the Academy's blue, white and green. The students in the secondary school were free to wear anything they wanted. Their
clothes were normally bought by their parents or bought with the generous allowances that they received through work-study at the academy.
Nick pushed his way past his fellow students to get to the elevator once he entered the academy’s Eagle Fighter Base, which housed about two
hundred and fifty students. He had lived at the base for ten years and was going to have to stay another five. Living on the base secured him a spot as
an Eagle Fighter candidate, but he didn't know when that was going to happen.
When he walked into the Combat Center, Nick entered the first training room and found his best friend, Kieran Waterford, lounging on a bench next to
his elaborate sword with his arm shielding his eyes from the beaming sunshine that radiated through the skylight. After he looked at the time, Nick
rolled his eyes. Kieran had shown up earlier than planned and had been waiting. Kieran had always been known to be prompt, as it was part of the
dynamic that he and Nick had established when their friendship had passed five years.
Kieran was a neurotic, competitive and perpetually cocky perfectionist whereas Nick was a careless, accident prone underachiever. However, they were
both extremely gifted with natural talents. They also balanced each other out very well, even though a lot of people couldn't agree with or understand
the logic to their long lasting friendship.
Two minutes passed before Nick dramatically cleared his throat to get his friend’s attention. Kieran then turned around and stood up, picking up his
sword. "It took you long enough. I've been waiting for, like, twenty minutes. What happened? Did an old lady crawl up your butt or something?“
"I had to stay after class. I fell asleep again and you know how the rest goes,” Nick shrugged, with the conversation still on his mind. “That’s not the
point anyway, because I showed up on time. You were here twenty minutes early.“
As Kieran handed Nick a sword, there was a blank look on his face, as if Nick had spoken in an entirely different language. Nick then decided to turn his
concentration to his weapon instead of trying to convince his friend that he was right. It was nowhere near as extravagant as Kieran's sword, but it was
substantial. Nick also didn't have to worry about the blood damaging any gold inlays the sword didn’t have. He was happy with the sword and it still
had yet to fail him.

They took their positions and bowed to one another, for honor and luck in their battle. Kieran then stood upright and kissed the blade of his sword.
"We're going to get an assignment soon. I feel it in my bones. I applied for a team captain position back in February, so I might be your
commanding officer when we get our first mission.“

You’ve got to be kidding me, Nick thought as he frowned in disapproval. "I just hope to get an assignment and you're trying to go for captain? Are
you competing with Wilder again?”
"Nick, assuming will only make an ass out of you and me. You're an underachiever, a chronic one at that. The only reason why you're doing well in
school is because you have to, so you could never understand why I make so many brilliant decisions.“

Normally, Nick could let a comment like that go but his earlier confrontation propelled him to give Kieran a one finger salute. Kieran responded by
swinging his sword at Nick's head.
Nick managed to duck before he lost his head, but he knew how close he’d come to dying if he was only a few seconds slower. When he looked at
his best friend, Kieran shrugged casually, as if that was an appropriate apology, and swung his sword at Nick's head again. This time, Nick blocked
the attack with his own sword. "Don’t be surprised when you get kicked out for trying to kill me, douche.”
"Spare me. It’ll be your word against mine and you're the academy’s problem child. I may get a warning from the Dean, but that’s about it.“
"Well,” Nick replied, “If I live through this training session, I might take Annika to the Palace Gala. She's been asking and I think that I might say yes.”
Kieran put his sword down. "Wait a minute. You're taking my favorite ex-girlfriend to the Palace Gala?“
"Spare me. You've dated the majority of the girls in our grade and up. Excuse me for not having much of a choice.“
"What can I say? Girls love an ambitious guy and ambitious, you are not.“

Oh, I can be ambitious. You just won’t like what would happen if I was.
Nick shook his head as the pressure began to mount again. “Maybe you should ask Sage to go with you. As far as I know, she’s never been one of
your girlfriends. You should ask her after the match.”
Kieran grabbed his water bottle and splashed some water into his mouth, shaking his head. "Ugh, don’t remind me about that stupid match. Sage
doesn’t count in my tally of women.”
"Why doesn’t she count? She’s hot, smart and has a great body. Plus, she’s our age. I think she hates you, though.“
Kieran rolled his eyes and he and Nick returned to practicing their swordplay among the bright green foliage, sunshine and moss of the simulation
set up in the training room. Kieran increased his speed but as Nick was preparing to increase his speed, the room and Kieran slowed to a stop. The
pressure in his head returned and Nick closed his eyes to keep the sun from making the pain in his head worse as he thought, Oh, no. Not again.

All of a sudden, he wasn't in the Combat Simulation Center nor was he in Anastasia Palace. He was in a white bedroom with huge bay windows and
an absolutely breathtaking view of the ocean, though the doors leading to the balcony appeared to be blocked off. He looked out at the water but a
whisper over his shoulder told him to turn around. When he did, he found a girl around his age staring out the window as well. Finally, their eyes
locked and he walked over to her with an urge to touch her that was unnerving. He took her face in between his hands when he reached her and
she mouthed his name in question, as if she couldn’t believe that he was there. He nodded with a smile and everything, for once in his short life, felt
complete. Then, she looked down towards the middle of dress. His eyes followed suit and he found that blood was spreading through the white lace
of her dress. He had to help –
“Oh, my God…”

The strong, abrupt stinging pain in Nick's abdomen jolted him back to the Combat Center, to Anastasia Palace, to Kieran and to reality. The girl faded
from his mind and in front of him stood his frozen best friend with a mix of shock and fear on his face. Nick didn’t understand what had happened but
then he involuntarily lurched forward as Kieran’s sword left his body and he saw the blood on the blade. When he looked down at his shoes, he
found blood falling down his shirt and pooling under his feet in the green grass. This is too much blood, he thought to himself and he knew that he
had to get some medical help and soon.
He took a stumble back as the room began to waver and his legs started to feel like lead. Kieran dropped his sword and ran to Nick to keep him up.
Then, he walked Nick out of the training room while trying to keep pressure on Nick’s stomach. They managed to make it halfway to the Medical Clinic
before Nick insisted on going the rest of the way by himself. The clinic was not much further, he told his best friend, and Nick shuffled away and
continued his search for a doctor. Sheer determination managed to keep him upright, but he was worried that bloody footprints he was leaving
behind had to be cleaned up right away before a younger student saw them.
It felt like forever for Nick to arrive at the door of the medical center. It also felt like he had been drained of almost all of his blood. His vision began to
darken and he blinked to see if he was in the right place, but everything started to go black. He tried to reach for the door of the Clinic and his bloody
hand slipped off of the handle as the dark finally drowned him and he collapsed. His breathing became shallow and blood pooled underneath him. As
he lay on the tiled floor, starting to go unconscious, he could see bright colorful flashes of light in the darkness. The lights looked just like fireworks.
12:01 p.m.; Marivia…
A strong, abrupt pain shooting through her stomach caused Elisabeth Wintier to awaken with a jolt. At first, she thought she was in a dark, dank
room with someone calling her name and she started to tremble but then, she realized that she was in her quiet, empty room. Her hands were
pressed against her stomach but she reluctantly moved them to the plush mattress beneath her and tried to stop the trembling from the chill she felt,
although her large bay windows were always locked. She thought that if wrapped her blanket around her, her nerves would calm but after looking at
the clock on her bedside table, she pushed the blanket away and got out of bed. It took her about thirty seconds to reach the edge.
She had been home for only three weeks and she still had yet to get completely comfortable. Some doctor would come in at random times to check
on her and make sure that she had been getting on fine, but the doctors were never the same and their questions always led back to the one question
she didn’t want to answer, and the one question she wished she could answer but couldn’t.
Elisabeth began to finally relax when she was in the middle of packing for her trip with her father. It would have been nice if she could've stayed

home, but her appearance was important to her father's political win in September. Her father was nothing if not a businessman: charismatic and
consumed with making his country better for his people. However, he and Elisabeth disagreed on where she was needed all of the time, so their
relationship was fraught with tension.
She had always been a very calm girl, but her calm as of late almost came off as cold and she didn’t correct herself. She didn’t really feel as if she
needed to make any more friends than she had, especially since she had a habit of losing them when they realized that she was out of school a great
deal of the time for some reason or another.
Once she was done packing her bag, Elisabeth walked to her vanity and pulled her hair out of its braid. She rarely looked in the mirror, except in
passing. She thought that she looked too plain, if not younger than most girls her age. A lot of people thought that she was cute, but she hated
that. Infants were cute. She was almost 15. She didn’t want to be cute.
With a huff, she turned back to the mirror and gasped softly as she saw a moving image of herself walking through a room towards a young man
around her age, who was strapped to a strange metal apparatus. He was unconscious and hurt. He felt familiar but she couldn't see his face.
She became fixated with the scene playing in front of her and didn't even realize that she was touching the glass of the mirror. Unfortunately the
image blinked out and all that was left was her fascinated, scared reflection. Then, a knock on the door shook her out of her trance and from the
outside of her door, a man’s voice said, “Come down to brunch, Elisabeth. We have to go in a couple of hours.“
Elisabeth turned away from the mirror and after a moment she replied with a lilting accent, "I'll be right down. I just need a minute to change.“
Her gaze reluctantly returned to the mirror and she thought about what she had just seen. Then she noticed a hint of blood on her dresser. She
looked down at her floor and found bloody shoe prints on her carpet. She rose and followed the prints until it led to the door. Bloody fingerprints
marred her doorknob and she touched it. The blood was fresh. A second later, she felt a sharp pain in her abdomen and looked down. The entire
abdominal area of her nightgown was drenched in blood.
Elisabeth gasped. She pressed her hand against her stomach, trying to keep the blood in but the bleeding wouldn't stop and blood was pooling
around her bare feet. Her gasp became panting and before she could hold it back, she let out a piercing scream. Then, she collapsed to the floor and
darkness swallowed her whole.

